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LI: To research a topic 
on the World Wide 
Web 
 
* Navigate websites:  
- click on hyperlinks  
- scroll up/down 
- key word  
searches 
* Read information 
carefully 
* Compare websites 
* Make notes of your 
findings 
 
Good: I can scroll 
up/down and click on 
hyperlinks to explore 
websites 
Great: I can find out 
facts by navigating 
websites. 
Super: I can compare 
websites to check 
facts. 
 
 

Internet browser 
 
Rules for 
Responsible 
Internet Use 
 
Collection of useful 
websites relevant 
to the topic 
 
Questions to 
prompt children's 
research 

Can you remember what  
special program you need to  
look at websites? (a web  
browser) 
 
How can you navigate a  
website? Recap on various  
strategies including:  
 

• scrolling 
up/down/across web 
pages;  

• clicking on  
hyperlinks/hotspot to 
visit different pages;  

• doing key word  
searches within 
websites. 

Introduce the concept of the  
Internet being made up of a  
large number of computers  
connected together over a wide  
area. Describe how the World  
Wide Web can be accessed on  
the Internet which consists of  
millions of different websites,  
each of which contains  
information. Why do you think it  
is called the World Wide Web? 
(network topology is like a  
spider’s web and is globally  
spread) What do you need to  
type into the address bar to visit  
a web page? (its URL) What  
does the www part of a URL  
mean? (it’s a website on the  
World Wide Web)  
 
Why is doing research on the  
Internet better than going to a  
library? Talk about benefits like:  
you don’t need to leave home or  
school, it’s always up-to-date  
and pages can include  
multimedia.  
 
Recap on the Rules for  
Responsible Internet Use –  
notably the importance of  
reporting anything you access  
which worries you or which you  
think is unsuitable. 

Ask the children to research  
about a particular topic  by 
navigating a pre-selected 
collection of relevant websites.   
 
Remind them how it is important  
to read each web page carefully  
to make sure it looks  
helpful/genuine and so that they  
fully understand the information  
contained on it. Provide them  
with some questions to answer  
to help focus their enquiries. 
   
Discuss strategies to check  
reliability/truthfulness: Does the  
information look sensible or  
silly? Is there a date?  Who is  
the author? (school,  
government and BBC sites are  
trustworthy) Is it factual  
(information) fictional (e.g. a  
game) or opinion (e.g. blog  
comments)?  
 
Show the more confident  
children how to open up multiple  
web pages in different tabs  
simultaneously. How is this  
helpful? (lets you compare sites  
easily and re-visit sites quickly)   
Does information match that  
given on other websites? (sites  
with matching – as opposed to  
differing – facts are more likely  
to be genuine) 

Let the children 
feedback the results of 
their research to the 
rest of the class. What 
information have you 
found out? In what 
ways was it presented 
to you (e.g. text, 
images, video clips 
etc.)? How did you 
check the 
reliability/truthfulness 
of the information you 
found? 
 
Why is doing research 
on the Internet often 
better than going to a 
library?  
 
How did you find 
information quickly on 
websites? (looked for 
relevant subheadings / 
sections and skim read 
text)  
 
Why is it important to 
read the information 
on websites carefully? 
(ensures 
understanding and 
allows you to check 
reliability) 

 


